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BY
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This paper is a sequel to the author's previous article on order types [3],

to which the reader is referred for all unfamiliar terms and definitions. The

two principal problems under investigation here are:

(P) to study the existence of order types r such that ct<t<E, where E

and a, a being an order type <E, are given; and

(Q) to decompose a set into the union of disjoint sets which have some

special properties.

§1 deals with conditions on E and a which guarantee the existence of at

least one order type r in problem (P). In particular, considerable attention

is focused on the case where E = au¡. In §2 conditions are stated which ensure

the existence of precisely n distinct order types t, where n is any non-

negative integer. Finally, some scattered results pertaining to problem (Q)

are given (§3). For example: (1) each linear set of power 2So is the union of

2So disjoint, exact sets (Theorem 3.1); and (2) if A and B are any two

disjoint, similar sets whose union is the set of real numbers, then to each

point p of A there corresponds a similarity transformation fp of A into itself

for which fp(p) 9^p (Theorem 3.2).

1. Sufficiency conditions for problem (P). As in [3], the set of real num-

bers is designated by "R." "X" will represent the order type of the real num-

bers, and "r¡" the rationals ordered in the natural manner. "0" will designate

the smallest ordinal number whose power is 2No.

Lemma 1.1. Let E be any linear set and A any subset of E. Iff is a similarity

transformation of A into R, then f can be extended to become a similarity trans-

formation g of a Borel set with respect to E, B, into R.

Proof. By Lemma 2 of [3],/can be extended to become a similarity trans-

formation A of a Borel set II into R. Let B=H(^\E and g(x) =h(x) for x in

B. The set B and the function g then satisfy the conclusion of the lemma.

Notation. By A ^B is meant that either A =B or A <B.

Theorem 1.1. Let E be a linear set of power 2So. Let a be an order type <E

which has the property that if A^o, then the power of the set E — A is 2Xo. Then

there exists an order type r for which o<t<E.
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Proof. Denote by 73 a subset of E for which B = a.

Case (a). Suppose that the power of B is 2W. Let H= {d} be the family

of those Borel sets with respect to B which are of power 2i<0 each. For each

set D there are 2No similarity transformations of D into 7?. Let G= {g} be the

family of similarity transformations of E into itself. The power of G is at

most 2^°. Therefore the power of the family S= {s = iD, f, g)\D^H, f a

similarity transformation of D into E, gG.G} is 2**°. Well order the elements

of 7? and .S into the two sequences {x¡}, £<0, and {.?{}, £<0, respectively,

where 5j = (Z)j,/j, g{). By transfinite induction we shall define three sequences

of elements of 7?, {p(},%<6, {a{},£<0, and {rs},£<0.

Let 7 be any ordinal number which is smaller than 0. Since DySB<E,

it follows that

gy[SÁDy)\ è B,

where g* is the inverse function of gy. Therefore the power of the set E

— g*[fy(Dy)] is 2N0. Since the power of the set gyiE)—fyiDy) is equal to the

power of the set E — g*\jyiDy)], it follows that the power of gyiE)—fyiDy)

is 2No. We conclude that if C is a set of power <2i<0, then the power of

gyiE) — \fyiDy)\JC\ is 2Ko. Denote by p0 and q0 the first two elements of go(7i)

—/o(Z?o), and by r0 the first element of /o(7?0)— \po, <Zo}- Now suppose that

the elements pç, gj, and r$ have been defined for each £<ju where ju<0. Let

pu and qß be the first two elements of the set

&(£) - [/„(Z?M)U [pt, qt, f{/Í<A«}].

Denote by r„ the first element of the set

/m(A.) -  [{ft, ?í/í ^ m} W {r£/ê < m}]-

Since the power of the set fßiDß) is 2^°, the element rß exists. Let

M= {pi\^<d)r\E and N = BVJM. Clearly the power of M is 2N». We shall
show that B<Ñ<7¡.

To see this we shall first demonstrate that M and B are incomparable(2).

Suppose that / is a similarity transformation of 73 into M. As 73 is a Borel

set with respect to 73, for some ordinal number o, s¡= (73,/, 7), where I is the

identity transformation of E. The element r¡ is an element of the set/(73) — M.

Thus it is impossible to have /(73)ÇT7lff. Now suppose that k is a similarity

transformation of M into 73, i.e. kiM)ÇZB. Denote by m the function defined

by m [£(*:)] —x for x in M. By Lemma 1.1, the function m may be extended

to become a similarity transformation/ of a Borel set with respect to 73, Q,

where kiM)QQ. Hence, for some 5, we have s¡=iQ,f, I). It follows that p¡

is in the set E-fiQ). As E-fiQ)QE-M, ps is vxE—M. Since ps is also in

(2) This result is stronger than that which is actually needed to demonstrate B<N<E.

We shall use only the fact that MÛB is false.
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M, we again are led to a contradiction. Thus M and B must be incomparable.

Consider the sets N, B, and E. Clearly B^N^E. From the fact that

M^B is false, it follows that there is no similarity transformation of N into

B. Thus B<N. Now suppose that g is a similarity transformation of E into

TV. For some 5, we have s¡ = (B,f, g), where/ is the identity transformation of

B. The element q¡ is in g(E) —B and is not in M. Hence q¡ is an element of

g(E) — (BVJM), i.e., q¡ is in g(E)—N. Consequently it is impossible to have

g(E)QN. We conclude that Ñ<£.

Case (b). Suppose that the power of B is <2Mo. We modify the argument

in case (a) slightly, by defining p$. and q^ only for £ <d. A similar line of reason-

ing then shows that N <E. Since the power of B is smaller than the power of

N, it follows that B<Ñ. Q.E.D.
By the use of Lemma 1.1 it is readily seen that the assumptions of the

following corollary imply the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, whence its con-

clusion.

Corollary 1.1. Let E be a linear set of power 2No. Let A be a subset of E

which has the property that if B is any Borel subset of A, with respect to A,

and f is any similarity transformation of B into R, then the power of E —f(B)

is 2m. Then there exists an order type r for which A <t<E.

Corollary 1.2. Let E be a linear set of power 2No, and have the property

that if A CE and A <E, then the power of E — A is 2Ko. Then for each order type

a <E, an order type r can be found for which <t<t<E.

It is natural to inquire as to when the hypotheses of Corollary 1.2 are

satisfied. Sierpiñski has shown that they are when £=X [6, p. 261]. In

order to set up a sufficient condition for the hypothesis of Corollary 1.2 to be

satisfied, by generalizing Sierpinski's proof, we introduce

Definition. A nonempty linear set E is said to have a "similarity de-

composition" if E is the union of 2So disjoint sets Ej, where E^ = E. The order

type <r is said to have a similarity decomposition if a = E, where E has a

similarity decomposition.

Lemma 1.2. Let E have a similarity decomposition. If ACE and A<E,

then the power of the set E — A is 2So.

Proof. Let E be the union of 2No disjoint sets Ej, where E¡ = E. Since

J<£ = ££, it follows that E^-A^qi. Thus the power of E-A is 2*°.

Corollary 1.3. If E has a similarity decomposition, then for each order

type cr<£, an order type t can be found for which a<r<E.

As yet, I know of no order type, distinct from X, which has a similarity

decomposition.

The reasoning in Theorem 1.1 also shows
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Theorem 1.2. Let E be a linear set of power 2No. Let a be an order type <E,

of power 2No, which has the property that if A^a, then the power of the set E — A

is 2No. Then there exists an order type t<E of power 2*°, such that r is in-

comparable with a.

Trivially there exist corollaries to Theorem 1.2 which parallel the corol-

laries following Theorem 1.1.

The power condition on a is needed. Consider the order types a = n, where

n is any positive integer, and a = -r\. If a = n, then a is comparable with every

order type. If a = 77 and t^E, where r is any order type with a nondenumer-

able power, then, as is well known, cr<r, i.e., every nondenumerable linear

set contains a subset similar to the rational numbers. If o- = r\ and t^E,

where r is any order type with a denumerable power, then r ^ 77. In either case

a is comparable with r.

The remainder of this section shall be concerned with the existence of r

when E has the special property that E=aœ, where a is any order type. In

preparation for Theorem 1.3 we prove

Lemma 1.3. If ais any order type for whicha<a2, then an <a(w + l) for any

positive integer n.

Proof. By hypothesis, the conclusion of the lemma is true for n = 1. Using

induction suppose that cm<(w + l) for n—\, ■ ■ • , k — l. Let {^4¿}> 0<í<co,

be a sequence of disjoint sets in which each A¡ = a, and denote by 73 the set

B = l)o<n<aAn- Order the elements of 73 in the following manner. If *„ and

yn are each elements of An and xn<yn in A„, let xn<yn in 73. If xn is in An and

xm is in Am, where n<m, let xn<xm- For each n, let 73n = U0<iSn-4;. Now sup-

pose that ak<aik-\-l) is false, i.e., there exists a similarity transformation/

which maps 73A+i into 73*. For any element x in Ak+\, consider the point fix).

Ii fix) were to be an element of Aj, where j<k, then/(y) <fix) for y in 734..

Thus fiBk) would be a subset of 73*_i. This in turn would contradict our

induction hypothesis that aik — 1) <ak. Therefore fix) must be an element

of Ak. Similar reasoning shows that the element /[/(*)] is also in Ak. Conse-

quently

fiAk+1)yJf[fiAk+1)}QAk,

and as

fiAk+1)nf[fiAk+1)] = cb,

we conclude that a2^a. Since this contradicts our assumption that a<a2,

no such similarity transformation/can exist. Thus ak<ik-\-\).

By induction the lemma then holds for all positive integers n.

Remark. The above proof may be generalized to show that if a is any

order type for which a<a2, then ay<a(y-t-l) for each nonzero ordinal

number 7.
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Theorem 1.3. Let a be any order type for which a<a2. If a is any order

type for which a<au, then there exists an order type t such that cr<T<aco.

Proof. Let A ¿, B¡, and B be the same as in the preceding lemma. Hence B

= aw and a<a2<a3< • • • . Let D be a subset of B for which D = a, and

Dn = Bn(~^D. If ff^ano for some positive integer n0, then for t = a(w0+l),

a :S ano < a(tto + 1) < au>.

Therefore we shall suppose that a^an is false for all ». For each n therefore,

either an<cr, or else an is incomparable with a. Suppose the former possi-

bility occurs for all n, i.e., an<a for n = 1, 2, • • • . We shall show that this

alternative is impossible by proving that it implies aw|<r.

For each n there exists a similarity transformation of Bn\JAn+i into D.

This implies that for each n, there exists a similarity transformation/„ of Bn

into Dm(n), where m(n) is some positive integer. Let kn be the smallest integer

for which there exists a similarity transformation, say gn, of B„ into D, so that

gn(Bn)C.Dkn. Since an<a(n + i), it follows that n^kn. Next, suppose that

gn(Aj+i)í~}Ai9¿<p for some i and j, where 0<i<j<n. Then gn(Bj)Q:Bi. This

implies aj^ai, which is a contradiction. Therefore

gn(Aj+i)nAi = <¡>    for    0 < i <j < n.

Denote by h(x) the following function:

Kx) = gkw(x)    for    *in.4i(i),   where    ¿(1)=1;

and

Kx) ~ gk(n+i)(x)   for   x in y4t(n+i),  where   k(n + 1) = £*(„> + 2   for  »ál.

If G: = Uig„<„^4i(n), then G = aw. Furthermore, h is a similarity transforma-

tion of G into D. Thus aco^o".

Finally, suppose that a is incomparable with ana for some positive integer

no. Let F = D\JBn<¡ and t = F. Since there can be no similarity transforma-

tion of F into B„0 as 5„0 and D are incomparable, it follows that ano<r. To

show that t<aw assume the contrary. Let/ be a similarity transformation

of B into E. Let G = F-Bno, and 5*= {*[/(>) EG}. Note that GQD. Since

«o<aw, B*¿¿4>. If x0 is any element of B*, then

{a; | x ¿ xo, * E B} Ç. 5*.

Consequently B*=ao>. It follows that

aco m B* ^ G ^ D = a < aw.

From this contradiction we conclude that r<a;co. Q.E.D.

The condition that a<a2 occurs quite frequently. For example, con-

sider a = A, where A has a fixed point z0(3). Let ^4i and A2 be the same as in

(3) See §2.
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Lemma 1.3, and x0 a point in Ai which is the image point of Zo under some

similarity transformation of A onto Ai. x0 is a fixed point of ^4i(4). Let/ be

a similarity transformation of Ai onto A2 and suppose that A\ = A^JA2-

If g is a similarity transformation of A\UA2 into Ai, then g(x0)=x0. The

element/(x0) is in A2, so that gfixo) r^gixo) =x0. Since gf is a similarity trans-

formation of Ai into itself, the fact that g/(x0)?iXo contradicts x0 being a

fixed point of Ai. Therefore Ai = AiSJA2 is false, so that a<a2. Summarizing

we get

Theorem 1.4. If A has a fixed point, and a<Aco, then there exists an order

type T for which o-<t<Aw.

Suppose that E = aco, where a = al. Does problem (P) have an affirmative

solution? In case a=\, problem (P) has been shown to have a positive answer

[6, p. 260 ]. Consider when a = v. Here too we shall see that problem (P)

possesses an affirmative answer [Theorem 1.6].

Lemma 1.4. Let E=a, where a = a2. Then a=ar¡.

Proof. Since a = a2 = (a2)2=a4, it follows that a = aZ. Let C and D be

two disjoint subsets of E such that C = D=a and x<y for any elements x

and y of C and D respectively. Let Co, A a, and D0 be three disjoint subsets of

C such that Co = ^4o = 7?0 = o; and x<y<z for any elements x, y, and z of Co,

A0, and D0 respectively. This is possible as a = a3. Repeat the same procedure

in D, obtaining the sets Ci, Ai, and D\. We continue by induction. Suppose

that the sets

C' ao • • • ofc, -¿t ao ■ • ■ afc, ana ¿JaQ... a

have been obtained for k^n and oí = 0, 1. Let

X = Cao...ano, Y = Aat¡...ano, and Z = Z)ao...a>(o

be three disjoint subsets of Cao---a„, such that X=Y = Z = a and x<y<z

for any elements x, y, and z of X, Y, and Z respectively. Repeat the pro-

cedure in Dao...an, obtaining the sets

Loo- • -"„ii Aat¡.. .an\, and 7Jao...a„i.

Let Xat¡..-an be some definite element of Aao...an, and denote by G the set

G = {xa0...a„ | a< =" 0, 1; n < «}.

The set G has the following three properties:

(a) the power of G is K0;

(j3) G is dense, i.e., if x and y are any two elements of G, then there exists

a third element z of G which lies between x and y; and

(7) G has no first and no last element.

« See (I) of §2.
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The set G therefore has order type r¡, since the above three properties are

a well known characterization of any set which is similar to the rational

numbers. Consider the subset of E,

H =   U Aaa...an.
n<w

Since G has order type r\ and H is obtained from G by replacing each element

of G by a set of order type a, H = ar¡. Thus, as HC.E, a-qSa. Consequently

ar\=a.

Using Lemma 1.4 we now prove

Theorem 1.5. Let E = aw, where a=a2. Let <r<a, where <r<a2. Then there

exists an order type t such that <t<t<E.

Proof. acü = (ar])o}^a(ri(ü)=ar]=a. Consider the order type r = <r2. Either

a2<a or o-2=a. It shall be shown that the latter alternative is impossible,

thus implying that a<r<a. Consider the two disjoint sets A and B, where

A = B =o- and x <y for any two elements x and y of A and B respectively. Let

C and D be two disjoint subsets of AVJB such that C = D=a, and u<v for

any two elements u and v of C and D respectively. Clearly, either CC.A, or

DQB. Hence a^<x. But this contradicts our assumption that a<a. Q.E.D.

Suppose that a=a2 and a<a, where a = a2. If there exists an order type

¡x<a which is incomparable with a, then as is easily seen, a<<T-\-¡x<a. Now

suppose that in addition to a = a2 and a <a, where a = a2, a has the prop-

erty that a = 8r¡, where5 <a. Since 5 <<r implies that a = Or¡ ̂o-q=a, the only two

alternatives which can arise are either (a) <r<8, or (b) a is incomparable with

5. If <r<S, then a<5<a. If the latter possibility occurs, then as remarked

above, <x<<x-\-b<a. Summarizing the preceding results we see that if £=aco

and cr<£, then there always exists an order type r for which cr<r<£, except

possibly when the following four conditions hold simultaneously:

(1) <r = o-2;

(2) a=a2;

(3) aféôrj for 5<a(5);

(4) a is comparable with each order type ¡j, which is <a.

Let a be any order type <r\. Since o-=o-n must be false it follows that

0-O2. From Theorem 1.5 and the fact that w^ri we deduce

Theorem 1.6. If a<rj, then there exists an order type r for which o-<T<r¡.

We now present an alternative proof of Theorem 1.6 which depends on a

characterization of those sets E for which E = r¡ (Theorem 1.7).

Definition. A set E is a universal set for each denumerable ordinal type

if, for every denumerable ordinal number a, E contains a subset of ordinal

type a.

(5) By ctjé¡¡r¡ is meant that a = Sr¡ is false.
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Lemma 1.5. If E is a denumerable set which is a universal set for all de-

numerable ordinal types, then there exists a point y of E so that each of the two

sets

Aiy) = {x\ x < y, x £ Tí}     and    73(y) = {x\ x > y, y CE. E]

is a universal set for each denumerable ordinal type.

Proof. By universal set we shall mean universal set for each denumerable

ordinal type. Assume the conclusion of the lemma is false, i.e., for each

element y of E, at least one of the sets, Aiy) or 73 (y), is not a universal set.

We shall show that this leads to a contradiction. Well order the elements of

E into the sequence {yn}, n<co. This is certainly possible since the power of

E is Ho- Denote by x0 the element y0- Suppose that A (x0) contains no subset

of ordinal type £, and 73 (x0) contains no subset of ordinal type v. Then

E - Aix0) U {x0} W73(*o),

and thus contains no subset of ordinal type £ + 1+^. But this contradicts the

fact that £ is a universal set. Consequently one of the two sets, Aix0) or

73(xo), call it Co, is a universal set, and the other set, call it DQ, is not. Let

7o be the smallest ordinal for which 7?0 contains no subset of ordinal type 70.

We continue by induction. Suppose that for each k^n, the point xk, the sets

Ck and Dk, and the ordinal number yk have been defined such that Ck is a

universal set and Dk is not. Let xn+i be the first point of E which is in Cn.

Let ^4n+i= {x|x<xn+i, xE.C„} and 73„+i= {x|x>xn+i, xGCsj. Then one of

the two sets, either An+i or 73n+1, call it Cn+\, is a universal set and the other,

call it Dn+i, is not. This is so by the following argument. Since C„ is a uni-

versal set, one of the two sets, -¡4n+i or 73n+i, must also be a universal set. If

both were universal sets, then obviously both Aixn+i) and 73(xn+i) would be

universal sets. But we have assumed that this is not so. Define 7„+i to be the

smallest ordinal for which Dn+i contains no subset of order type 7«+i-

Let Gn = Dn\J{xn). Note that Gn+ÏQC». Consider the set F=(Jn<ùlGn.

Suppose that y is an element of E, say ym. From the definition of the sets Dn

and the manner in which the points xn were defined, it follows that at the

(w + 2)th stage, either ym is in a set Dj or is an element xit where j^m, i^m.

Therefore F = E. Let 7 be the smallest ordinal number which is greater than

each ordinal number 7¿t+l. Since the power of each yk is ^Ho, and there are

only an enumerable number of yk, the power of 7 is K0.

Let 77= {x„|«<w}. Consider the order type ¿u of 77. Since Gn+xÇZCn, ß

has one of the forms :

(1)    n + co*    (0 < » < w) ;        (2)    co + n    (0 < n < w) ; or (3)    co + co*.

Now consider any well ordered subset Z of E. Denoting by Zn the set GnC\Z

we see that Z=\i^n<aZn. Since Zn is a subset of Gn, the order type of Zn

cannot exceed yn. Let vn be any element of Zn and vm any element of Zm,
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where n?¿m. Then vn<vm or vn>vm, according as xn<xm or x„>xm. Combin-

ing these two facts we see that the order type of Z = UZ„ cannot exceed 7co2.

Since Z was any well ordered subset of £, this contradicts the fact that E

is a universal set. From this contradiction we are forced to conclude that

there exists a point y of E for which each of the two sets, A(y) and B(y), is a

universal set. Q.E.D.

Remark. The cardinality condition on the set E in Lemma 1.5 is needed

in order that the conclusion be true. Witness the set of all ordinals <coi.

Using Lemma 1.5 we now arrive at Shepherdson's result [4, p. 304].

Lemma 1.6. // E is a denumerable set which is a universal set for each de-

numerable ordinal type, then E contains a subset D which is similar to the set of

rational numbers.

Proof. An element y of G shall be called an "r-point" (of G) if each of the

two sets, \x\ <y, xÇzG] and {x|x>;y, xC,G¡, is a universal set for each de-

numerable ordinal type. In terms of r-points Lemma 1.5 can be stated as

"Every denumerable set which is a universal set for each denumerable ordinal

type possesses an r point."

Let y be an r-point of E and

A0 = { x\ x < y, x E E]    and    Ai = { x \ x > y, x E £}•

Let Xo be an r-point of A0 and xx an r-point of Ai. We continue by induction.

Suppose that the elements xaoai...ai and the sets Aaoav--ak, where a¿ = 0, l,and

k^n, have been defined. Let

and

A a$ay • • an\ \ X j   X  J>   Xaria\ • • -any   X CI A açax • • ■ a. | •

Let xaoa,...„„<,„+, be an r-point of Aa„ai...„n+l. Denote by D the set D

= {xaoay ••<,„| 0^«<w}. The set D has the following three properties:

(a) the power of D is No;

(B) D is dense;

(7) D has no first and no last element.

The set D therefore has order type r¡, and so satisfies the conclusion of the

lemma.

As a corollary we have

Theorem 1.7. A necessary and sufficient condition that E = r\ is that E be a

denumerable set which is a universal set for each denumerable ordinal type.

We now present another proof of Theorem 1.6(6).

Proof. Let E denote the set of rational numbers and y an element of E. Let

(6) I am indebted to the referee for this proof.
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M= {x\x<y, x£E} and 7V={x|x>y, x£7i}. Let A be a subset of M

such that A =<r. By Theorem 1.7, for some ordinal number a, no subset of A

is of ordinal type a. Let 73 be a subset of TV such that 73= a. Let F = A\JB

and t = F. Since 73 is not similar to any subset of A, A <F. The set F in turn

contains no subset of order type v. Hence F<n. On combining these results

we get A <F<in.

2. Fixed points.

Definition. An element x0 of E is called a "fixed point" of E if/(x0) =x0

for every similarity transformation of E into itself.

Definition. A subset A of E is called a "set of consecutive elements" of

E if, for each pair of elements of A, a and b, where a<b, the set

{x\ a ^ x ^ b, x <E. E}

is finite, and is also a subset of A. If A consists of only two elements, a and

b, then a and b are called "consecutive."

The following statements are easily verified :

(I) Let E = F. If A is a similarity transformation of E into F, and x0 is a

fixed point of E, then A(x0) is a fixed point of F.

(II) Let E = F. If Xo is a fixed point of E, and / and g are any two

similarity transformations of E into F, then/(x0) =g(x0).

(III) If E=o-p, where a is any order type and ß is any limit number, then

E has no fixed point. ¿u=co provides an important instance.

(IV) If x and y are consecutive elements of E and x is fixed, then y is also

fixed.

(V) If Xo is a fixed element of E, then it is impossible to have an co, co*, or

co*+co sequence of consecutive elements of E which contains Xo.

(VI) Let Xo and xx be two consecutive elements of E. If Xi is fixed in E

and A = E — {xx}, then x0 is a fixed point of A.

We may characterize fixed points by

Theorem 2.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that x0 be a fixed point of

E is that E—{x0\ <E.

Proof. If Xo is fixed, then each similarity transformation of E into itself

takes Xo into x0. Thus there is no similarity transformation of E into E

— {Xo}, i.e., E — {Xo j <E. Now suppose that E — {x0 j < E. For any similarity

transformation/ of E into itself such that/(x0) ^Xo, say/(x0)>x0, let g be

defined by g(x)=x for x<Xo and g(x) =/(x) for xèxo. Then g takes E into

E— {xo}, which is a contradiction. Consequently x0 is a fixed point of E.

The partial ordering of order types is akin to the partial ordering of dimen-

sion types as defined by Fréchet. For the former, the functions considered

are similarity transformations, whereas in the latter, the functions considered

are homeomorphisms. Theorems stated for dimension type frequently have a

counterpart for order type, and conversely. In [5, pp. 122-123] Sierpiñski
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has given an example of a set £ and a point Xo in E for which £— {x0}

<£("<" for dimension types). Furthermore, there exist dimension types

a- and t such that £— {x0} <<r<r<£ ("<" for dimension types). A conse-

quence of the following theorem is that such a result cannot occur for " < "

for order types.

Theorem 2.2. If {x0, xi, • • • , x„} is any set of w + 1 consecutive points of

E, if x0 is any fixed point of E, and if A=E— {xi\i^n}, then there are precisely

n distinct order types between A and E.

Proof. We shall verify the theorem for w = 0, and simultaneously, by as-

suming it true for k^n — i, prove it for k=n ,where n>0.

For i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , n, denote by Ai the set A\J[xj\j^i). From (VI) and

'Theorem 2.1, it follows that A<A0<Ai< ■ • • <An = E, so that there are

at least n distinct order types between A and £. To complete the theorem we

shall show that if A <t<£, then t=Aí for some i. Consider any order type r

for which A <t<£ and r is distinct from each Ait i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , n — 1. Let

B be a subset of £ for which B=t, and g a similarity transformation of A

into B. The set B contains each element x¿, i^n. This follows from the follow-

ing argument. For w = 0, if B does not contain x0, then BQA. This contra-

dicts the fact that A <B. For ra>0 suppose that B does not contain the ele-

ment xs. Let/ be a similarity transformation of B(~\ {x,| i^n} into {x,|

i%,n — l}, and h the function defined by h(x)=x for x in B— {x,|î^w} and

A(x) =/(x) for x in 5H {xi\i^n\. Then Ä(5)C^4n_1, so that

2 < B = JkjB ¿I,.,.

By our induction hypothesis, B = A{ for some iSn — \.

Denote by G the set {x|x<xo, xEE} and by Ü" the set {x|x>xn, xEE}.

Now suppose that

(*) g(G) £ G    and    g(H) £ ff.

If Ä is the function defined by Ä(x) =g(x) for x in CUH and A(x<) = xf, then

since the elements x, are in B, it follows that h is a similarity transformation

of £ into J5. This again is a contradiction. Therefore we may suppose that the

two relations in (*) do not hold. Then one of them, either g(G)ÇZG or g(H)

QH, is false. We shall discuss the case for which the latter relation is false, a

similar treatment being possible for the former. Two alternatives now arise.

Either g(y) <x0 for some y in H, or for no y in H is g(y) <x0. Consider the

former situation first. Let K= {x|xE7?, g(^)<^o}- Denote by h the func-

tion defined by h(x)=g(x) for x in H, A(x„_¿) =g2+i(y0), i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , n,

and h(x) =g2+n(x) for x in G, where y0 is some element in K, and gk(yo) is the

element gk*-1^)]- The function h(x) is a similarity transformation of E

into £ for which /s(x0) 7^x0. This contradicts x0 being a fixed point. Now

consider the latter case, i.e., for no y in II is g(y) <x0. Since Xo is fixed, by
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(V) the sequence of consecutive points in E

• • • < yx < y0 < xn < xx < ■ ■ ■ xn < yo < yx < ■ ■ ■

is finite. Let yp be the last term and y* the first, i.e., there is no point yp+x

(y*+i) of E which has the two properties

(a) yP < yP+i iyq+i < yt), and

iß) for no element z in E is yp < z < yp+i (y?+i < z < yq).

Let L = H— {y{\i^p}. If z0 is any element of L, then points z¡ in L exist

for which

• • • < zx < Zo.

As g(77) is not contained in 77, for some y in 77, g(y) =Xi0. Thus, if z is in L,

then g(z) is in L. It also follows that for no y in G is giy) >x,0. By a similar

argument, if M = G— {y*\i^.q\, then for y in M, giy) is also in M. Let

2V - {Xi\ i = »} VJ {yy|y ip}u {y*|y = ?).

If NQB, then let A be the function defined by â(x) =g(x) for x in ISJM and

A(x) =x for x in TV— {x„}. For ra = 0, A(G)ÇZG and A(77)C77, a fact which has

previously been proved impossible. For w>0, the similarity transformation h

takes .4„_i into 73, so that 4„_i = 73<4n. By our induction hypothesis, 73

= An^x. If TV is not contained in 73, then let/ be a similarity transformation

of Ni\B into TV— {x„}. Denote by h the function defined by A(x) = x for x

in 73Pi(LU7kf) and A(x) =/(x) for x in 73fW. For » = 0, B = h(BJ^A~, which
is a contradiction. For «>0, .4 <B = hiB) ^An-X. Thus 73 = 4,- for some

í ^ « — 1.
We now have treated all possibilities, and have seen that in every case we

are led to a contradiction. Thus whenever A <t<4„, then t=v4,- for some i.

By mathematical induction the theorem becomes true for all non-negative

integers.

Remark. The proof of the above theorem would be trivial if the following

result were true : " Let A < C, A C C, and A <t<C. Then a set 73 can be found,

AC.BC.C, for which 73 = r." Unfortunately such a set 73 cannot always be

found. This is so in the following example. Let A = {£|coi[£<co2} and C

= {£|£<co2}. Then ^4<co + l<C. However, there is no subset of C which

contains A and whose order type is co + 1.

From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we infer

Corollary 2.1. If E— jx0¡ <E, then there is no order type t for which

E-{xo}<r<E.

By a proof similar to that of Theorem 2.2 we can show
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Corollary 2.2. Let x0 be a fixed two-sided limit point of £ in the order

topology  [l, p. 39]. If g is a similarity transformation of £— {xo}  into E,

then g can be extended to become a similarity transformation of E into E, i.e.,

if
G= {x\ x<Xo, xC~E}  and H= {x | x>x0, x(E.E} , then g(G)ÇG and g(H)QH.

The conclusion of Corollary 2.2 is no longer valid if the phrase "x is a two-

sided limit point" is removed. One has only to consider a simply ordered

set of five elements.

Corollary 2.3. If x0 is a fixed point of E, A = {x|x^xo, xSE}, B

= {x|x>x0, xEE}, and n is a positive integer, then there are precisely n dis-

tinct order types r for which E<t<A+n-\-l+B.

By a demonstration quite similar to that given in the proof of Theorem

2.2, we can also show

Corollary 2.4. If x0 is a fixed point of E, A = {x|x^xo, xCE}, and B

= {x|x>xo, xÇzE], then there are precisely No distinct order types t for which

E<r<A+co + B.

We shall call the element x0 a "right-sided" ("left-sided") c-condensation

point of the linear set £ if for each element Xi in R such that Xi<x0 (xi>x0),

the power of the set

{ X I Xi <  X <  Xo, X E £} ( { X I Xo <  X <  Xi, x E £} )

is 2No. A point Xo which is both a left- and a right-sided c-condensation

point of E will be called a c-condensation point of £, and a point x0 which is

either a left- or a right-sided c-condensation point a one-sided c-condensa-

tion point of £.

We shall say that a linear set E has "property A" if the power of £ is

2Ko, and no two disjoint subsets of E of power 2s0 each are similar.

Theorem 2.3. Let E have property A and D be any subset of E of power 2No.

If Xo is any c-condensation point of D which belongs to D, then x0 is a fixed point

of D.

Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., for some similarity transformation /

of D into itself,/(x0) 5^x0. Suppose that/(x0)>x0. Let B= {x\x^x0, xE-D}

and g be the similarity transformation of B into B defined by g(x) =/(x) for x

in B. Since Xo is a c-condensation point of D, the power of the set C = B — g(B)

is 2So. The set C is thus similar to a subset of g(B), i.e., C and g(C) are two

disjoint subsets of £, of power 2No each, which are similar. This contradicts

the fact that £ has property A. Similarly, by assuming that /(x0) <x0, we

are led to a contradiction. It follows that we must have/(x0) =x0, so that x0

is indeed a fixed point of D. Q.K.D.
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If the words "c-condensation point" are replaced by "one-sided c-con-

densation point," then the conclusion of Theorem 2.3 is no longer valid.

From Theorem 2.1, Corollary 2.1, and Theorem 2.3 we infer

Corollary 2.5. If E has property A, if B is a subset of E of power 2i,°,

and if Xo is a c-condensation point of B which belongs to 73, then B—{x0\ <73,

and there is no order type r for which B—{x0] <t<B.

Corollary 2.6. Let E have property A. If B is the set of c-condensation

points of E which belong to E, then B is exact.

In Theorem 5 of [3] it has been shown that if E is any linear set of power

2Ko, then E contains a subset A which has property A. From this we deduce

Corollary 2.7. Let F be any linear set of power 2No. Then F contains a

subset E of power 2**° such that if A is any subset of E of power 2^°, then A con-

tains 2**° distinct points Xo which have the following two properties: (1)

A — {Xo i < A, and (2) there is no order type t for which A — {x0} < r < A.

According to Theorem 4 in [3], if 73 is any linear set of power 2No, then

there exists an exact order type p, of power 2No, such that p<E. In Theorem

2.4 we shall show that there exists an exact order type r for which E<t<\.

This strengthens the result due to Sierpiñski which states that if E<\, then

there exists an order type t such that £<t<X [6, p. 260].

Theorem 2.4. If E is any set of power 2N° such that E <X, then there exists

an exact set B which is dense in R and for which E<B<\. Furthermore, each

point of B is a c-condensation point of B.

Proof. Without loss of generality we shall suppose that £ is a linear set.

Denote by F=\f\ the set of those similarity transformations of 7? into 7?

which are not the identity transformation. Well order the elements of 7? and

F into the two sequences {xj}, £ <0, and {/$}, £ <0, where each element of F

appears 2No times in the latter sequence. By transfinite induction we shall de-

fine two disjoint sequences of 7?, {pi}, £<0, and {<&}, £<0.

Since /{ is not the identity transformation, the set

G( =  {x\ /{(*) 9^ x)

contains an interval /{. Let /* denote the inverse function of /. Let pa be

the first element in JQ— /o(73). Such an element certainly exists since 75<X

implies that E does not contain /o(7o)- Let qo=foipo). Now suppose that

{pt}> £<ß> and {?{}> £<Mi have been defined for ß<6. By Lemma 3 of [6],

if

Aß = E\JB„    where    73„ = {pt | £ < M} KJ {Çi | £ < m},

then 4„<X. Thus Aß does not contain /„(/„). In fact, we see that the power

of Clt = J¡í—f*iA)¡) is 2**°. Hence there exists an element x of C„ — 73„. Let p»
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be the first such element and gM=/„ (p„). Denote by A the setEKJ {p(\%<d\.

The set A is proved exact by an argument similar to that given in [2, pp.

325-326] and [3, Theorem 4]. In particular, the set A is shown to be dense

in R, and consequently any similarity transformation f oí A into A can be

extended to become similarity transformation /„ of R into R. Therefore the

point/,(¿>„) is not in A, so that no such function/can exist. Clearly each point

of A is a c-condensation point of A.

Let p be an element of R — A. Then the set B= {p\VJA is exact, by

Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 of [3], and has the property that £<£<X. As A is

dense in R and each point of A is a c-condensation point of A, the set B has the

same property. Q.E.D.

The set E for which £=X, and those for which E=au, where a<a2,

have the following two properties:

(a) E has no fixed point;

((3) problem (P) always admits of a solution (7).

It is only natural, then, to inquire as to whether or not any set £ which

satisfies (a) also satisfies (ß). In other words, suppose that £ is a simply

ordered set which has no fixed points, and that A is a subset of E for which

A<E. Does it follow that for some order type t we have A <r<£? An ele-

mentary example shows that the answer to this question is in the negative.

Specifically, let

(     n - 1,                   )                                  in-1. )
A =  <-I 1 < n < w>    and   £ = A W <-| 1 < » < »> .

Clearly there is no order type r for which co*<t<co*+co.

That the power oí E — A in the above example cannot be lowered is con-

tained in

Theorem 2.5. If E has no fixed points and A is a subset of E for which

A <£, then the power of E—A is 3:N0.

Proof. From (I) of this section, we can conclude that

(*) if G is a subset of E for which G = £, and if x0 is a fixed point of G,

then x0 is also a fixed point of £.

Now assume that the power E — A is » + 1, where n is a non-negative

integer. Let E — A = {x0, xu • • • , x„}. Since x„ is not a fixed point of £, it

follows that

~A <E m A\J [xi\i g. n - l}.

From (*), we see that no point of the set AVJ{xi\i^n — 1}  is fixed in A

\j{xi\i^n — l}. Repeating the process n — 1 times leads us to the result

(') See Theorem 7 of [6], Theorem 1.3 and (III) of §2.
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that A <^4U{xo}, and repeating once more, to A <A. From this contradic-

tion, we arrive at the conclusion that the power of E—A cannot be w + 1,

and thus must be =^o-

3. Decompositions of sets. In this section we shall be concerned with the

decomposition of linear sets into the union of disjoint sets which satisfy

some special conditions.

Lemma 3.1. Let E have property A and F be a set of real numbers of power

<2«°. Then the setG = E\JF has property A.

Proof. Suppose that A and 73 are two similar, disjoint, subsets of G, of

power 2K° each. Since the power of F is <2Ko, the power of A(~\E is 2No.

Let C be a subset of 73 which is similar to A(~\E. It follows that the power

of set Cr\E is 2N°. Let D be a subset of A(~\E which is similar to CHE.

Then D and CC\E are two disjoint similar subsets of 73 of power 2No each.

As this contradicts E having property A, G must have property A.

Theorem 3.1. Each linear set E of power 2Ko is the union of 2No disjoint

subsets £{, where each 73$ is an exact set of power 2K°, and has property A.

Proof. Let 73 be the union of disjoint sets D(, ¿ <0, where the power of each

set is 2Ko. By Theorems 5 and 4 of [3], each set D¡ contains a subset 73$

which is exact and has property A. Let C=U{<«(7>¿ — 73£). Well order the

elements of C into the sequence {xj}, £<¿i<0. Let 73{ = 73{W{xj} for ¡;<ß,

and £{ = 73f for ¡-¡^ß. By Lemma 3.1 above and Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 of

[3] the sets E¡ satisfy the conclusion of the theorem. Q.E.D.

We shall now show that there exist two disjoint, exact subsets, F and G, of

the set C= {x|0<x^l, xG7?|, whose set union is C. Let 77 be the set of

those similarity transformations of C into C which are not the identity. Well

order the elements of 77 and C into the two sequences {/$}, £<0, and {x$},

§<0. Let J(= {x[/f(x)?¿x, x£C}. Denote by/* the inverse function of/{.

Let pl = xa and q\ = xx. Let M0 = {pi, ql, ftipl), fo*{ql)}, pi be the first element
in the set J0 — Mo, and ql=fo(pl)- Let ql be the first element in the set

Jo-[M0VJ{p20, ql, /o*(£o)|] and pl=fo(ql)- We continue by induction. As-

sume that the points p\ and q\ have been defined for i= 1, 2, 3, and £</u- Let

p\ and q\ be the first two elements in the set C — 7VM, where 7V„= {p\, q\\i

= 1, 2, 3; £</x} • Let p\ be the first element in the set J» — P», where

P>-Nß\J ÚiNJ U {p\, ql, ftipl), f*i¿) },

and ql=f,iipl). Let q\ be the first element in the set /„— [P„^J{pl, ql,ft(pl)} ]
and pl=f„iql). Let

F = {p]\ i = 1, 2, 3; £ < 0}  and G = [q\\ i - 1, 2, S; |< <?}.

Clearly the sets F and G are disjoint and their set union is C. Furthermore,
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the sets F and G are each dense in G, so that each similarity transformation of

F and G into C can be extended to be a similarity transformation of C into

C. By using an argument similar to that in Theorem 2.4, the sets F and G

are seen to be exact.

Using this result two disjoint, similar subsets, A and B of R can be found

for which R = AVJB and A <R. To see this let/n(x) =n+x for any integer n.

Let M denote the set which consists of zero and the positive and negative

integers. Denote by A the set

and by B the set

U fUF)~\ U [ U   /2„+i(G)]

U   /2n+1(E)lur U  /2n(G)~|.
LnEii J LnEM J

Clearly the sets A and B have the desired properties. Notice that the set A

contains no fixed point. This is no accident which is due to the particular set

A constructed, as the following theorem shows.

Theorem 3.2. Let A and B be any two similar, disjoint subsets of R whose

set union is R. Then A (and thus B) cannot contain any fixed points.

Proof. Suppose that A contains the fixed point y0. This implies that A <R,

so that the set A cannot contain any interval of R. Thus the complement of A,

in this case B, is a dense subset of R. Similarly, A is a dense subset of R. Since

A and B are similar, there is a similarity transformation f oí A onto B. Let

g(x) be the function defined as follows: If x is in A, then let g(x) =f(x). If

x0is in B, then let g(x0) =\imx^z0- g(x), where x runs only through elements of

A. Since A is a dense subset of R, the element g(x0) is well defined. Suppose

that for some x0 in B, g(xo) is in B. Since/ maps A onto B, an element x in A

can be found for which g(x) =g(xo). As A is a dense subset of R and / is a

similarity transformation, it follows that x = lima;<1|) Xo. Consequently the

point x and Xo are the same, i.e., x = Xo. However, this contradicts the fact

that xo is an element of B. Thus, if x0 is in B, then g(x0) is in A. Therefore g

is a similarity transformation of R into R for which g(A)Ç^B and g(B)QA.

If h is the function which is defined by h(x) =g[g(x)] for x in A, then h is a

similarity transformation of A into A such that h(y0) ^yo- But this con-

tradicts the assumption that y0 is a fixed point of A. The contradiction estab-

lishes that A contains no fixed point. Q.E.D.

Since two exact sets, A and B, for which A=B, are also similar we have

Corollary 3.1. Let A and B be two disjoint subsets of R, for which A = B,

and whose set union is R. Then A cannot be exact.

The example stated prior to Theorem 3.2 is also useful as a counterexample.
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One might well ask if Theorem 1.2 can be generalized to obtain an order type

t<E for which there is no order type ju, of power 2No, so that ß^a and ju = r-

Let ^4and B be the sets described in the example,/ the similarity transforma-

tion which maps A onto B, and /* the inverse function of/. Clearly a = A <X.

Let r be any order type of power 2^° which is <X and incomparable with a.

Let D be any subset of R for which D = r, and let H = BC\D. If the power of

H is 2K«, then

~H =/%&)
has the property that

~H ̂ ~D    and    J*(g) g 1.

If the power of H is <2Xo, then the power of G = AC\D is 2No. Furthermore!

G ̂  A and G^D. In either of the cases then there exists an order type p,

where ¡x^a and /x^r.

As the final result of this section we prove

Theorem 3.3. If f is a similarity transformation of £ into itself such that

f(x)^x for each x in E, then E can be decomposed into No disjoint sets £„,

where En = Em.

Proof. Let fl(x) =f(x) and fn(x) =/[/n_1(x) ] for n> 1. We define a relation

R on E as follows:

For every pair of elements x and y of £, write xRy if, for some positive

integer n, at least one of the conditions (1) xrSy and fn(x) =Sy; (2) y^x and

f"(y)^x; (3) y^x and/"(x) ¿y; (4) x^y and/n(y) ^x is valid.

The relation R is an equivalence relation on £, i.e., (a) xRx for each x in

£, (ß)xRy implies yRx, and (y)xRy and y£z implies that xRz. Furthermore,

suppose that xRy and that z is an element of £ for which x<z<y, or y <z<x.

Then zRx is also true. The aforementioned two properties of R imply that

the equivalence classes derived from the relation R in the standard manner are

also intervals of E. Therefore, to prove the conclusion of the theorem, it is

sufficient to decompose each interval D into No disjoint sets Dn, where Dn

= Dm for n^m.

Let x0 be an element of D and/(xo)  >Xo. Consider the sets

A i = { x | xo is x < f(xo)},

An = \x\fn-\xo) ^ x </"(x0)} for n > 1,

A-! = {x\f(x) G At},

A_n =  { x | f(x) E A-n+1} for n > 1.

It is to be understood that the sets A-n may be empty from some integer ñ

on. Note that
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79= I"   U    ¿nlu|"   U    i4_„l.

Arrange the set of positive integers into N0 disjoint sets 77„, «2:1, each 77„

being enumerable. Let

Dn=\   U    A J U [AA-

Consider the two sets D¡ and Dk. Since the order types of the two sets, C¡

= { —j} yJHj and Ck = { — k} yJHk, are co, there exists a similarity transforma-

tion hjk which maps C¡ into Ck such that h¡kir) >r for r in C¡. Therefore for m

an integer in C3-, Am is similar to a subset of Ahjk{m). Hence Dj^Dk. By sym-

metry it follows that Dk^D3: Consequently Dk = Dj.

If Xo is an element of 73 and /(x0) <x0, then an analogous decomposition

is possible. Q.E.D.

Remark. Examples exist which show the fact that En = E cannot be

added to the conclusion of Theorem 3.3. To see this let A be any dense, exact

subset of (0, 1) in which each point of A is a c-condensation point of A.

Furthermore, let A have property A. Let {yn\, w<co, be a decreasing se-

quence of points of A whose limit is 0. For each integer n ^ 1 let /„ and g„

be similarity transformations of A into ( — « — 1, —n) and («, « + 1) respec-

tively. Denote by An the set A(~\{x\x<yn-\, x£7t}. Let E= [Uo<no/»C<4n)]

^J [Uo<n<wgn(^4) ]• We leave to the reader the proof that En = E is not possible.

The question arises as to conditions under which the hypotheses of

Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. The following are stated without proof:

(a) Let A be a set of power 2; 2 which has the property that for each

element x0 in A, 4=73(x0), where 73(x0) = {x| x^x0}. Then there exists a

similarity transformation / of A into itself such that fix) ¿¿x for x in A.

iß) Let 73 be a set of power 2; 2 which has the property that for each x0 in

73, 73 = 73(x0), where 73(x0) = {x[x^x0}. Then there exists a similarity trans-

formation / of 73 into itself such that/(x) ^x for x in 73.

(7) Let E = A\JB, where a<b for each a in A and each b in 73. If A has

the properties of the set A in (a), and 73 the properties of the set 73 in (/3),

then there exists a similarity transformation f oî E into itself euch that

fix) t^x for x in 73.

4. Two special sets. In this section we shall construct two sets which have

special properties.

Theorem 4.1. There exists a set E which has the following four properties :

(1) E is a dense, exact subset of (0, 1) ;

(2) each point of E is a c-condensation point of E ;

(3) E contains a dense subset A which has no fixed point ;

(4) the power of E — A is Ko-
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Proof. Denote by G0 any dense, exact subset of the open interval (0, 1), in

which each point of Go is a c-condensation point of Go- Furthermore, let Go

have property A. For » = 1, 2, • • • let/„ be a similarity transformation of

Go onto a dense subset of the open interval ((n — \)/n, w/(« + l)). Let {xn},

0<ra<w be an increasing sequence of points of Go whose limit is the real

number 1/2. Denote by G„ the set

/n[G0  -    {Xi\  i  <   «}],

and by E the set Uo<n<u G„. Each point of E is a c-condensation point of E.

Furthermore, E is a dense subset of (0, 1). Now define A as the set

A =    U   /„[Go - [*<!*< w}].
0<n<bi

A is a dense subset of E and contains no fixed point. The power of E— A is

No. The nontrivial part of the proof is in showing that £ is also exact.

To see this, suppose that g is a similarity transformation of E into E which

is not the identity, i.e., a point y0 of E can be found for which g(y0) ^y0. All

•   elements considered in the sequel are elements of £.

(a) First assume that g(yo) <yo- Let k be the smallest integer for which

there exists a point zk of Gk satisfying the condition that g(zk) <zk. Since

g(y0) <Jo, the integer k certainly exists. As zk is a c-condensation point of

E, the power of the set

H =  {x\ g(zk) < x 5¡ zk)

is 2So. It follows immediately that if x is in H, then g(x) <x. Since

g\g[g(Zk)]}   <  g[g(Zk)]   <g(Zk),

we conclude from the minimality property of k that both g(zk) and g[g(z/t)]

are elements of Gk- Thus Hi\g(H) =</>, HQGk, and g(H)C:Gk. These three

conditions contradict the fact that Go, and therefore also Gk, has property A.

(b) Suppose that g(yo)>yo. Then a set Gs can be found so that for any

element x of Gs, g(x) is in G.+P(X), where p(x)>0. For suppose that the ele-

ment y0 is in Gr and that for some y, where yo<yèg(yo), the element g(y) is

also in Gr. Then H\= \x\yü<x<y\ and Hi —g(H\) are two similar disjoint

subsets of Gr, of power 2N° each. Since this contradicts Gr having property A,

the element g(y) must be in Gr+p(V), where p(y)>0. Denoting by y one such

element y, let s = r+p(y). Now suppose that x is any element in Gs and

x^g(y). For x* <x and x* in G„, consider g(x). If g(x) were to be in Gs, then

the two disjoint subsets oí GS,H3 = {y|x*<y <x} and g(H3), would be similar,

which would be a contradiction. Therefore g(x) is in G,+P(»), where £(x)>0.

For any element x>g(y) in G,, g(x) >g[g(y)]. Since g[g(y)] is in G,+P[g(y)]

g(x) is in G.+pd), where p(x)>0. Hence, for any element x in G„ g(x) is in

G.+pd), where £(x) >0.
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Let p and g be any two positive integers, where p<q, and zx and z

any two elements of Gp for which Zi</P(x3_i) <z2. Then there is no simi-

larity transformation of 774 = {x| zx <x <z2 J into Gq. To see this suppose that h

is such a similarity transformation. We recall that/3(x,_i) is not an element of

Gq. Consider the point h\fPixq-X)]. First suppose that h\jPixq^x)] </,(xg_i).

Designate by /* the inverse transformation of /. As the functions h, fp, and

/, are similarity transformations, the sets/* [A(776) ] and /*iH&) are similar,

where

776 =  { x | zx < x ^ /p(xa_i)}.

Since /*(776)={y|/*(z1)<yáx9_1} and f*[HH6)]Q{y\f*[H^)]<y^fa*
■(A[fp(xí_i)])<x9_i}, it follows that the power of /*(776)-/*[ä(776)] is

2Ho. It is an immediate consequence of the set Go having property A that

the sets /*(776) and /*[ä(776)] cannot be similar. In an analogous manner,

the assumption that h [fP(x3_i) ] >/„(xa_i) also leads to a contradiction. Con-

sequently no such similarity transformation h can exist.

Now consider the set giGs), where for x in G„, g(x) is an element of GS+P(X),

pix)>0. Suppose that g(Gs)ÇUo<is*Gm,, where

5 < mx < m2 < ■ ■ ■ < mn

are n-\-\ positive integers. By considering the location of the points/s(xmi_i),

fs(xm2A, • • ' tfsixmn-i) in conjunction with the result of the preceding para-

graph, we see that "at best,"

{ x | x ^ /<r(xmi_i), x £ G„}   is mapped by g into Gmu

{x \ f,ixmi-X) < x g fsixm2-X)} is mapped by g into Gm„

{ x | /,(xm„_,_i) < x ^ /s(xm„_i)} is mapped by g into Gm„.

Thus the set {xl/fx^-!) ^x, x£G,} is not mapped into W0<,sBGmi. In other

words, for any integer n0, there exists an element x of G3 and an integer nx>nn

so that g(x) is in Gni. If y is any element of Gs+X, then since g is a similarity

transformation, giy)>gix) for any x in G„. But clearly this is impossible,

since elements of Gs are mapped into the sets Gm for arbitrarily large m.

Therefore the assumption that g(yo)>yo leads to a contradiction.

Summarizing, we have seen that neither of the possibilities, g(yo) <yo or

g(yo)>yo, can occur for any point y0 of E. Consequently there can be no

similarity transformation of E into E except the identity, i.e., the set E is

exact.

Theorem 4.2. There exists a set E which has the following properties:

(1) E is a linear set of power 2^°;

(2) E contains no fixed point;

(3) there exists no similarity transformation f of E into itself such that
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f(xo)^Xofor every element x0 in E, i.e., for each similarity transformation f of E

into itself, there exists a point x0 so that /(x0) = x0.

(4) £ is not a closed set(s).

Proof. Let A be any dense, exact subset of (0, 1) in which each point of A

is a c-condensation point of A. Furthermore, let A have property A. Let

{yn}, n<o>, be a decreasing sequence of points of A whose limit is 0. For

«>0 denote by An the set

A C\ {x| yn < x < yn-i\,

and by/„, «3:1, any similarity transformation of A into (n, k + 1). Arrange

the sequence of set {^4»} into the sequence

Au A2, Ax, Ai, A3, Au Ai, A3, At, Au A2, • • •

and let Bn be the nth set of the sequence. Denote by E the set

U   An~\vj\  U   /„(A)~|.
l_0<n<u J Lo<n<ca J

The details involved in showing that the set £ possesses the four enumerated

properties are straightforward, and consequently are omitted.
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